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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company's legacy application is currently relying on a
single-instance Amazon RDS MySQL database without encryption
Due to new compliance requirements, all existing and new data
in this database must be encrypted How should this be
accomplished?
A. Create an RDS read replica with encryption at rest enabled
Promote the read replica to master and switch the application
over to the new master Delete the old RDS instance.
B. Create an Amazon S3 bucket with server-side encryption
enabled Move all the data to Amazon S3 Delete the RDS instance
C. Enable RDS Multi-AZ mode with encryption at rest enabled
Perform a failover to the standby instance to delete the
original instance
D. Take a snapshot of the RDS instance Create an encrypted copy
of the snapshot Restore the RDS instance from the encrypted
snapshot
Answer: D
Explanation:
How do I encrypt Amazon RDS snapshots?
The following steps are applicable to Amazon RDS for MySQL,
Oracle, SQL Server, PostgreSQL, or MariaDB.
Important: If you use Amazon Aurora, you can restore an
unencrypted Aurora DB cluster snapshot to an encrypted Aurora
DB cluster if you specify an AWS Key Management Service (AWS
KMS) encryption key when you restore from the unencrypted DB
cluster snapshot. For more information, see Limitations of
Amazon RDS Encrypted DB Instances.
Open the Amazon RDS console, and then choose Snapshots from the
navigation pane.
Select the snapshot that you want to encrypt.
Under Snapshot Actions, choose Copy Snapshot.
Choose your Destination Region, and then enter your New DB
Snapshot Identifier.
Change Enable Encryption to Yes.
Select your Master Key from the list, and then choose Copy
Snapshot.
After the snapshot status is available, the Encrypted field
will be True to indicate that the snapshot is encrypted.
You now have an encrypted snapshot of your DB. You can use this
encrypted DB snapshot to restore the DB instance from the DB
snapshot.
https://aws.amazon.com/premiumsupport/knowledge-center/encryptrds-snapshots/

NEW QUESTION: 2
What should the technical specialist explain when describing
the addition of grid elements to an IBM FlashSystem A9000R?
A. Element interface options must be the same type.
B. Up to 12 MicroLatency modules can be attached to a grid
element.
C. Six elements must be grown to nine elements initially.
D. MicroLatency module size can be intermixed.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Grid elements installed must all be the same type (interface
options and MicroLatency module size). An intermix of interface
options or MicroLatency module capacities is not supported.
Note: Two grid controllers and one flash enclosure are combined
to make one grid element.
Capacity, caching, and processing power are added at the same
time by adding in one or more grid elements to scale up.
IBM Flash System A9000R consists of 2 - 6 grid elements, where
a partially populated rack
(2 - 5 grid elements) is expanded by adding grid elements to
the maximum number of six- grid elements.

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have an Azure subscription named Subscription1 that
contains the following resource group:
* Name: RG1
* Region: West US
* Tag: "tag1": "value1"
You assign an Azure policy named Policy1 to Subscription1 by
using the following configurations:
* Exclusions: None
* Policy definition: Append tag and its default value
* Assignment name: Policy1
* Parameters:
- Tag name: Tag2
- Tag value: Value2
After Policy1 is assigned, you create a storage account that
has the following configurations:
* Name: storage1
* Location: West US
* Resource group: RG1
* Tags: "tag3": "value3"
You need to identify which tags are assigned to each resource.
What should you identify? To answer, select the appropriate
options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:

Box 1: "tag1": "value1" only
Box 2: "tag2": "value2" and "tag3": "value3"
Tags applied to the resource group are not inherited by the
resources in that resource group.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-resource-manager/r
esource-group-using-tags

NEW QUESTION: 4
In a SQLScript calculation view, one table variable contains
the records that are the result of a SELECT * statement from a
database table with 10 fields. You want to use this table
variable to populate a new table variable with the same result
set, which is restricted to 1 of the 10 fields.
Which CE function do you use?
A. CE_COLUMN_TABLE
B. CE_UNION
C. CE_PROJECTION
D. CE_CALC
Answer: C
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